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Abstract. The paper develops and analyzes a model of a firm's market value as it relates
to contemporaneous and future eamings, book values, and dividends. Two owners' egui-
ty accounting constructs provide the underpinnings of the model: the clean surplus rela-
tion applies, and dividends reduce current book value but do not affect current eamings.
The model satisfies many appealing properties, and it provides a useful benchmark when
one conceptualizes how market value relates to accounting data and other infonnation.

Resume. L'auteur 6Iabore et analy.se un modele dans lequel il conceptualise la relation
entre Ia valeur marchande d'une entreprise et ses benefices, ses valeurs comptables et ses
dividendes actuels et futurs. Deux postulats de la comptabilisation des capitaux propres
servent de charpente au module : a) la relation du resultat global s'applique et b) les div-
idendes reduisent la valeur comptable actuelle sans influer, cependant, sur les benefices
actuels. Le modele prfisente de nombreuses proprietes interessantes et il peut, fort utile-
ment, servir de repere dans la conceptualisation de la relation entre la valeur marchande
et les donnees comptables et autres renseignements.

Accounting assigns an important integrative function to the statement of
changes in owners' equity. The statement includes the bottom-line items
in the balance sheet atid income statement—^book value and eamings—
and its format requires the change in book value to equal earnings minus
dividends (net of capital contributions). We refer to this relation as the
clean surplus relation because, as articulated, all changes in assetsAiabil-
ities unrelated to dividends must pass through the income statement.'
Accounting theory generally embraces this scheme without connecting it
to a user's perspective on accounting data. Yet the underlying idea that
(net) stocks of value reconcile with the creation and distribution of value
raises a basic question in an equity valuation context: can one devise a
cohesive theory of a firm's value that relies on the clean surplus relation
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to identify a distinct role for each of the three variables, eamings, txjok
vatue, and dividends?

This paper resolves the question in a neoclassical framework. Thus
the analysis starts from the assumption that value equals the present vatue
of expected dividends.^ One can next assume the clean surplus relation to
replace dividends with eamings/book values in the present vatue formula.
Assumptions on the stochastic behavior of the accounting data then lead
to a multiple-date, uncertainty model such that eamings and book value
act as complementary value indicators. Specifically, the core of the valu-
ation function expresses value as a weighted average of (i) capitalized
current eamings (adjusted for dividends) and (ii) current book value.
Extreme parameterizations of the model yield either (i) or (ii) as the sole
value indicators. Both of these settings have been examined by Ohlson
(1991). At its most elementary level, this paper accordingly generalizes
prior analysis to derive a convex combination of a "pure" flow model of
value and a "pure" stock model of value. The combination is of concep-
tual interest tjecause it brings both the bottom-line items into valuation
through the clean surplus relation.

The development of the modet shows the relevance of abnonnal (or
residual) eamings as a variable that influences a firm's value. This
accounting- based performance measure is defined by eamings minus a
charge for the use of capital as measured by beginning-of-period book
vatue multiptied by the cost of capital.^ Abnormal eamings bear on the
difference between market and book vatues, that is, they bear on a firm's
goodwill. In fact, a straightforward two-step procedure derives a particu-
larly parsimonious expression for goodwill as it relates to abnormat eam-
ings. First, following Peasnetl (1981) and others, the clean surplus rela-
tion implies that goodwill equals the present vatue of future expected
abnonnal eamings. Second, if one further assumes that abnormal eam-
ings obey an autoregressive process, then it fottows that goodwitl equals
current abnormat eamings scaled by a (positive) constant. The result
highlights that one can derive value by assuming abnormal eamings
processes that make no reference to past or future expected dividends.

Owners' equity accounting not onty subsumes the clean surplus rela-
tion, it also implies that dividends reduce book value but leave ctirrent
eamings unaffected. One exploits this additional feature to examine the
(marginal) effects of dividends on value and on the evolution of account-
ing data. Two ctosety retated Modigliani and Miller (MM)(1958,1961)
properties are satisfied. Dividends displace market value on a dottar-for-
dotlar basis, so that dividend payment bretevancy appties. Furthermore,
dividends paid today inftuence future expected eamings negativety. The
modet accordingly separates the creation of weatth from the distribution
of wealth. Given the importance one generalty attaches to MM properties
in vatuation anatysis, the requirement that dividends reduce book vatue
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but not current eamings enhances the economic significance of owners'
equity accounting.

The model admits information beyond eamings, book value, and div-
idends. One motivates the additional information by the idea that some
value-relevant events may affect future expected earnings as opposed to
current eamings, that is, accounting measurements incorporate some
value-relevant events only after a time delay. The feature is of interest
because the analysis shows that while the accounting data will be incom-
plete indicators of value, the weighted average of capitalized eamings and
book value still provides the core of the valuation function.

Overall, the paper contributes to the accounting literature a bench-
mark model that one can use to conceptualize how value relates to the
three accounting variables, eamings, book value, and dividends. The
model satisfies a number of appealing properties and allows for a certain
realism in the accounting: the theory rests directly on the clean surplus
relation and the feature that dividends reduce book value but leave current
eamings unaffected.

Overview of assumptions, concepts, and results
The primary issue at hand concems the function that relates a firm's mar-
ket value to the contemporaneous accounting/information variables. To
derive this valuation function, the model relies on a parametric setup. The
approach used has the advantage of not only yielding a closed-form val-
uation function, but also providing a concrete and complete framework to
deal with value and accounting data. While some assumptions may seem
relatively restrictive, it turns out that many of the model's key features
apply under more general circumstances. Subsequent analyses delineate
how various accounting constmcts link up with properties of the valua-
tion function. In this context one can also examine the broad issue of the
different ways value reflects anticipated, rather than current, realizations
of accounting data.

Three analytically straightforward assumptions formulate the valua-
tion model.

First, as is standard in neoclassical models of security valuation, the
present value of expected dividends (PVED) determines the market value.
The underlying probabilistic framework implies an "objective beliefs"
setting. To keep matters simple, risk neutrality applies so that the discount
factor equals the risk-free rate.

Second, regular owners' equity accounting applies: accounting data
and dividends satisfy the clean surplus relation, and dividends reduce
book value without affecting current eamings.

Third, a linear model frames the stochastic time-series behavior of
abnormal eamings. As already noted, this variable is defined as current
eamings minus the risk-free rate times the beginning of period book
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value, that is, eamings minus a charge for the use of capital. Since PVED
and the clean surplus relation imply that the market value equals the book
value plus the present value of future expected abnormal eamings (see
Peetsnell 1981), the valuation analysis can focus on the prediction of
abnormal earnings rather than dividends. To extract these predictions, the
dynamics specify that date /+1 expected abnormal eamings are linear in
the date t abnormal eamings, plus a correction for a scalar variable that
represents information other than the accounting data and dividends. The
variable for "other information" satisfies a (regular) autoregressive
process. The two dynamic equations combine with the clean surplus rela-
tion to ensure that all value-relevant events will be absorbed by current or
subsequent periods' eamings and book values.

The three assumptions lead to a linear, closed-form, valuation solu-
tion explaining goodwill, that is, value equals book value plus a linear
function of current abnormal eamings and the scalar variable represent-
ing other information. A simple restriction eliminates the scalar variable
in both the valuation function and the abnormal eamings dynamics; the
case shows that current abnormal eamings determine goodwill if, and
only if, abnormal eamings satisfy an autoregressive process. One can also
derive an altemative expression for value. Disregarding other informa-
tion, value equates to a weighted average of (i) current eamings capital-
ized minus current dividends and (ii) current book value. The cleati sur-
plus relation reconciles the two expressions for value, and both of them
appeal to economic intuition. As a further point, one infers from the
model that unexpected (market) retums depend linearly on unexpected
eamings and innovations in the scalar variable process.

The unambiguous nature of the expressions relating value and retums
to accounting/information raises the issue of their potential in empirical
research. While such an inquiry may have its own merits, it is not pursued
here. From the perspective of theory, a more critical issue concems the
implications of the second aspect of owners' equity accounting, namely,
dividends reduce book value but leave current eamings unaffected. This
feature is relevant when one identifies the economics inherent in the
abnormal eamings dynamics assumption combined with the clean surplus
relation. Initial observations are:

(i) An increase in dividends at any given date reduces the subsequent
period's expected eamings. Because risk neutrality obtains, the
marginal effect of a dollar of dividends on next period's foregone
expected eamings equals the risk-free rate.

(ii) More generally, an increase in dividends reduces the subsequent
two periods' aggregate eamings. The two-period compounded
interest rate determines this effect.

These two consequences of distributing wealth to the owners extend
the more basic requirement that dividends reduce book value but leave
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current eamings unchanged. Dividends have effects on future accounting
data as well as on current accounting data. All of these constructs effec-
tively relate to the idea that eamings in the future partially depend on
today's book value. This dependence becomes explicit if one transforms
the abnormal eamings dynamics to express next-period expected eamings
as a function of current book value, as well as current eamings and
dividends.

The quantification (ii) conceming current dividends and future eam-
ings tums out to be central. Rather than deriving the property (ii) from an
assumption on the abnormal eamings dynamics, a reverse analysis uses
(ii) as an assumption to derive the abnormal eamings dynamics. Thus one
can essentially recover the entire model by assuming (ii) in addition to the
first two assumptions. The result underscores that to derive a restrictive
class of valuation functions the analysis can formalize and exploit
accounting constructs in lieu of a stochastic specification relating future
dividends to current accounting data.

The model satisfies a number of additional, intuitively appealing
properties.

Dividend policy irrelevancy in the spirit of Modigliani and Miller
(1961) applies: a dollar of dividends displaces a dollar of market value.
This implication obviously follows from "dividends reduce current book
value ...," and it provides the other side of the coin of properties (i) and
(ii).

Book values are unbiased estimators of market values in that the
(unconditional) expected goodwill equals zero. In other words, though
goodwill generally has positive serial correlation, over very long periods
the average goodwill approximates zero. A similar no-bias time-series
property applies when one evaluates the difference between capitalized
eamings and value (inclusive of current dividends).

Market value reconciles with future expected aggregate eamings and
future expected book values in a sensible fashion. One can also identify
conditions such that next-period expected eamings, scaled by the inverse
of the risk-free rate, determine value. In this case, the expected eamings
for the next period alone provide sufficient information for the present
value of all future expected dividends.

Finally, the model embeds an interesting notion of long-run perma-
nent eamings. If one imposes a dividend policy such that dividends
equate eamings, then expected eamings in the distant future simply equal
current book value times the risk-free rate. This observation, which is due
to Ramakrishnan (1990), illustrates that the earnings process integrates
with underlying book values.

Development of the valuation model: Assumptions
Consider an economy with risk neutrality and homogenous beliefs. The
market value of the firm then equals the present value of future expected
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dividends. (A subsequent section generalizes for risk aversion.) Given
further that the interest rates satisfy a nonstochastic and flat term struc-
ture, the first assumption reduces to

: / , 4 + ^ ] (PVED) (Al)

where
the market value, or price, of the firm's equity at date t.
net dividends paid at date t.
the risk-free rate plus one.
the expected value operator conditioned on the date t
information.

Rf =

The model permits negative df, that is, capital contributions exceed-
ing dividends may occur. To avoid the cumbersome but more precise
expression "dividends net of capital contributions," we simply refer to df
as "dividends."

The model forces value to depend on accounting data because the
data influence the evaluation of the present value of expected dividends.
We develop a relatively general framework in which value depends on
eamings and book value in addition to current dividends. Each of the
three variables will be relevant in its own way, but in no sense does the
model rely on "ideal" accounting constructs such as "economic eamings"
or "economic eamings plus a random error."

As a matter of notation, let

Xi = eamings for the period (^1,0
y, = (net) book value at date t.

Labeling of Xf and yf is obviously arbitrary and gratuitous unless the
model exploits structural attributes inherent in accounting. Of interest are
at least two closely related attributes. First, the change in book value
between two dates equals eamings minus dividends, that is, the model
imposes the clean surplus relation. Second, dividends reduce current book
value, but not current eamings. To formalize these two aspects of owners'
equity accounting, we introduce the following mathematical restrictions:

yt-l=yt + dt-Xt (A2a)

and

-l (A2b)

Though (A2b) does not follow from (A2a), (A2b) is consistent with (A2a)
in the sense that

f + ddf/ddf - d
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0 = -1 + 1 - 0

We distinguish between (A2a) and (A2b) because many conclusions
depend only on (A2a).

One can apply the clean surplus relation (A2a) to express P, in terms
of future (expected) earnings and book values in lieu of the sequence of
(expected) dividends in the PVED formula. Define

xt^Xt-(Rf-l)yt.i

Combined with the clean surplus restriction (A2a), the definition implies

Using this expression to replace rf^+j, df+j'— i" '̂ he PVED formula yields
the equation'*

Pt = yt + t^R7E,[xi,] (1)

provided that Efiy}^^ / i?J -• 0 as T - • » . We assume that the last regular-
ity condition is satisfied.

That the clean surplus equation implies equivalence of equation (1)
and PVED has long been known in the accounting literature. See, for
example, Edwards and Bell (1961), and Peasnelt (1981), (1982).

We will refer to xf as abnormal eamings. The terminology is moti-
vated by the concept that "normal" earnings should retate to the "normal"
retum on the capital invested at the beginning of the period, that is, net
book value at date ^1 multiplied by the interest rate. Thus one interprets
xf as earnings minus a charge for the use of capital.^ A positive A:,+I indi-
cates a "profitable" period since the book rate of retum, Xf+^/yf, exceeds
the firm's cost of capital, Ry-l.

Relation (1) has a straightforward and intuitively appealing interpre-
tation: a firm's value equals its book value adjusted for the present value
of anticipated abnonnal eamings. In other words, the future profitability
as measured by the present value of the anticipated abnormal eamings
sequence reconciles tiie difference between market and book values.

While relation (I) may appeal to one's intuition, its equivalence to
PVED depends only on relatively trite algebra. As Peasnell (1982) notes,
this formula is peculiar because one interprets it by referring to account-
ing concepts, yet the formula works regardless of the accounting princi-
ples that measure book values and eamings. Accounting constructs
beyond the clean surplus restriction are irrelevant, and (1) does not even
rely on assumption (A2b).

The third and final assumption concems the time-series l)ehavior of
abnonnal eamings. Since any analysis of the valuation function general-
ty depends critically on various aspects of this assumption, it demands
careful elaboration. An anatydcatty simple linear model formulates the
information dynamics. Two variables enter the specification: abnormal
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eamings, xf, and information other than abnormal eamings, v,.
Assume {jĉ } ̂ .i satisfies the stochastic process (A3)

(2a)
t (2b)

where the disturbance terms, C]^, £2^, T > 1, are unpredictable, zero-mean,
variables; that is, Ef[Si^+^ = 0,k=l,2 and T> I.

Assumption (A3) places no restrictions on the variances and covari-
ances of the disturbance terms. For example, the variances may be het-
eroscedastic.

The parameters of the process, co and y, are fixed and "known".6 We
restrict these parameters to be non-negative and less than one. The last
condition implies that the unconditional means of x^ and v, are zero.

Equation (2a) puts the coefficient associated with Vf equal to one
without loss of generality. The issue is simply one of scaling. Further note
that v̂  is irrelevant in the dynamics if VQ = 62^ = 0, all T> 1. This special
case is equivalent to Vj = V2 =... = 0, and {x^].^ satisfies a regular autore-
gressive process.

Equation (2b) shows that the predictions El[Vf.^..^\, T>1, depend at most
on V,, and not on xf. We impose the independence because v, should be
thought of as summarizing value relevant events that have yet to have an
impact on the financial statements. Such information bears upon future
(abnormal) eamings independently of current and past (abnormal) eam-
ings. The model also implies that realizations of v, (or £2/) cannot
"bypass" the financial statements. These realizations feed into the x^+j,
.r,+2,....sequence, and each realization of jc^ in tum, updates the date t
book value via the recursive equation

yt = xt + Rfyt.i-df (3)

The expression shows that one infers 3;, from the sequences {x^}^_;
[dj]'t=l and the initialization condition yg = -do- Since {eh,e2r}Ui deter-
mines {x.^}.^-/, it follows that the uncertainty resolution, {e\p£2t}'T=l»^^'^
the sequence of dividends, {<i.f}̂ _o, suffice to determine the book value,
yf. Thus one sees that the specification (2), combined with (3) or (A2a),
works such that any uncertainty resolution through date r, {ei
feeds gradually into current and future book values, y,, yt+i,...

As part of assumption (A3), the model imposes the condition j
= 0. This condition naturally makes sense if one thinks of v, as capturing
all non-accounting information used in the prediction of future abnormal
eamings. Although a broad independence characterization of v, exceeds
the requirement of 3v/9rf, = 0, it simplifies by avoiding irrelevant speci-
fication issues. We attach no significance to the possibility of relating v,
(or e^f) to current and past accounting data while maintaining 3v/9rf, =
0.

Equation (2a) predicts next-period eamings in addition to next-peri-
od abnormal eamings:
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EtiXf+l] = (/?/-l )y, + (ox't + V, (4)

Since the date / information set includes current book value, y^, as well as
Xf and V,, equation (4) poses no problems. The eamings prediction issue
becomes more complicated, however, if the focus shifts to periods beyond
the next one. For T>2, the model yields no predictions £',[.^+J. To appre-
ciate this point, consider the case T=2. Equation (4) shows that a predic-
tion Ei[X(^.2i requires a prediction Ef[y(+i] The last prediction, in tum,
requires a prediction Ej[df^^], which is not part of the model.

All elements in the sequence of expected dividends,
£^[J,^2] v-will remain unspecified, and the sequence can never be extract-
ed from more basic assumptions (such as [A2a] and [A3]). The lack of a
specific dividends process may seem puzzling because the model depends
on the idea that the sequence of expected dividends ultimately determines
value (i.e., [Al] applies). The paper resolves this apparent paradox.

Expressions for value and retums
Based on assumptions (Al), (A2a), and (A3), to derive the valuation
function one uses (1) and evaluates X ^/Ei[X(^^] given the dynatnics
(A3). The linearity in the specification leads, of course, to a linear solu-
tion:

, j ] , (5)

where
a, = Q)/(Rf-O))>0
a2 = Rfl (Rf- (0) (Rf- y)>Q

Appendix 1 demonstrates this result.
Equation (5) implies that the market value equals the book value

adjusted for (i) the current profitability as measured by abnormal eamings
and (ii) other information that modifies the prediction of future prof-
itability. One eliminates (ii) by restricting x] to satisfy an autoregressive
process. This special version of (A3) postulates that v, = 0, and thus
abnormal eamings, alotie, determine goodwill if and only if current
abnormal eamings suffice in the prediction of future abnormal eamings.

A couple of observations conceming the valuation-coefficients, aj
and 02, help to understand the economics of the model. For co>O, these
two coefficients are positive simply because the predictions £,[x,^^.], any
T>1, relate positively to x] and v,. (The boundary case <u=0 implies that
Ef[X(^^] is independent of x), and thus P, cannot depend on x) either.)
Further, the functions a^(o)) and a2(o>,Y) are increasing in their argu-
ments. The property reflects that m atid yact as persistence parameters in
the (A:",V,) process; larger values of eo and y make P, more sensitive to
(x',Vf) realizations. .

Expression (5) combines with the dynamics (A3) to show how mar-
ket returns depend on the realizations of unpredictable, "tiew", informa-
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tion. Straightforward manipulations yield (see Appendix 2):

f r + <^2ht*\IPt (6)

Two sources of uncertainty, unexpected eamings (eif.+.i) and unexpected
innovations in "other information" (e2t+i)» therefore explain retums. A
term related to the unpredictability of dividends is absent, and yet expres-
sion (6) does not depend on narrow restrictions on the dividend policy,
that is, df need not be a detenninistic function of contemporanous eam-
ings, book value, and other information (v,). Irrelevance of dividend
uncertainty in explaining retums is basic, and expression (6) suggests that
the model embeds MM concepts. The claim is indeed valid; subsequent
sections consider this important aspect of the model.

Examination of the response coefficients in expression (6) show that
these are the same as those in the valuation fiinction, except that the coef-
ficient associated with unexpected eamings equals 1 + a j , rather than a ] .
The T in the 1 + a^ expression is necessary because the valuation func-
tion (5) includes book value, which, in tum, traces from the clean surplus
restriction and the valuation formula (1). A one-to-one correspondence
between an incremental dollar of eamings/book value and market value
occurs only if current abnormal eamings have the minimum, zero, persis-
tence (i.e., when ca = a^ = 0). Since an additional dollar of book
value/eamings generally adds more than a dollar of market value, the
coefficient associated with unexpected eamings makes intuitive sense.

The discussion indicates that assumptions (Al), (A2a), and (A3) lead
to a cohesive, and perhaps appealing, model of value and retums. Even
so, the extent to which the framework embeds accounting concepts needs
to be addressed. The analysis so far has exploited the clean surplus
assumption (A2a), but the dividends reduce book value assumption (A2b)
remains unused. One can also question whether the dynamics (A3) has
sufficient nuance to relate to any accounting concepts.

A subsequent section considers the possibility of deriving (A3) from
basic accounting concepts, including (A2b). However, before doing so it
will be helpful to analyze how eamings, in lieu of abnormal eamings,
relate to value. The valuation ftinction (5) and the infonnation dynamics
can be re-expressed to show how eamings and book values operate as the
primary value indicators. This restated version of the model illuminates
similarities as well as differences between eamings and book values.

A restatement of the model and two special cases
Using the definition of .r*, the valuation function (5) also equals P( = yf +
aiXt - CL]{Rf- \)y,.\ + ot2Vf. If one further replaces j^.j with the right-hand
side of die clean surplus equation (A2a), then, after some simplifications,

+ (1 - %, + 02 Vf (7)
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where
<p ̂  RfKRf- 1)
k = (Rf- l V i = (Rf- l)(o/(Rf- (O)

The definition of 9 and its place in (7) show that the parameter acts as
eamings-multiplier. Conceming k, this coefficient has a one-to-one rela-
tion with (o (and aj). Since 0 < to < 1, ̂  satisfies 0 < A; < 1, and for the
boundary points one obtains k(m=Q) - 0, k((i) = 1) = 1. However, for all
interior points, note that k* O).

The form of (7) and the restrictions on k indicate that the valuation
model can be viewed as a weighted average of an eamings model and a
book value model.'' The idea is valid. One relies on CJ = ^ = 1 and on <y =
A: = 0 to identify the two supporting models in the weighting scheme.

To make the point we simplify (w.Lo.g.) by putting v̂  = 0: As the first
special case, let O) = fc = 1:

Pt = <^Xf-dt (8)

and (A3) reduces to

^ m = ^ / ^ f - ( ^ / - l H + l̂r+l (9)
As the second special case, let 0 = /: = 0:

Pt^y, (10)

and (A3) reduces to

^r+l=(«/-l)>'/ + «'l/+l (11)

In the first case eamings and dividends suffice to predict next-period
expected eamings; these two variables accordingly determine value.s In
the second case book value alone predicts eamings, and thus book value
now suffices to determine the market value.

The expressions derived make it apparent that the valuation function
(7) equals a weighted average of (8) and (10) with the weights k and 1 -
k. Less obvious, a weighted average of the two dynamic equations (9) and
(11) leads to the more general dynamics (2a), except that now o and 1 -
(O specify the weights. To verify this claim, the weighted average of (9)
and (11) equals

% i = oARfXf - (Rf- \)d, + ̂ ,,+1] + (1 - (O)mf- l)y, + 5i,+i]

which, after substituting df = 3?,.] + x, - ŷ  into the expression, simplifies
to

Since this autoregressive specification implies valuation function (5) and
thus (7) as well (with v, = 0), one concludes that a "pure" eamings/divi-
dends model and a "pure" book value model combine as a weighted aver-
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age to compose a more generat eamings/dividends/book value modet.
This perspective poses no problems as tong as one keeps in mind that
there are two sets of weights, (k,l - k) and (CD, 1 - ft)). Consistency in
weights follows because the function k(a)) is increasing, and one naturat-
ly thinks of the persistence parameter CD as the exogenous factor that
determines the relative importance of eamings as opposed to book value
in vatuation.

The two extreme cases appear asymmetric in the sense that the divi-
dends show up explicitly in tlie first case (e)= 1) onty; dividend terms are
present in (8) and (9) but absent in (10) and (11). However, this difference
reflects the owners' equity accounting in (A2b), that is, dividends reduce
book vatues white the current eamings remain unchanged. The next sec-
tion discusses the point in detait.

Additional properties of the model
Assumptions (Al), (A2), and (A3) are deceiving in their simplicity. The
setup allows for a straightforward derivation of the valuation function, but
whether the anatysis can be taken any further is less clear. One may atso
be concemed that tiie assumptions' simplicity makes undesirable impli-
cations likely. This section examines the modet ctosety to show that, in
fact, it embeds a number of subtie and meaningfut properties. Most of
these follow because the owners' equity accounting constructs combine
appeatingty with the abnormat eamings dynamics. Thus we suggest that
the model provides an instructive starting point when one tries to under-
stand how eamings, book values, and dividends, relate to market value.

The first two properties extract implications of (A2)—b as well as
a—^when applied to the information dynamics (A3).

l) (Pt)

The result depends on (A2b), dv^ddf = 0, and expression (2a)9,'o.
Specificatly, dy/dd( = -1 , dx)/ddt = 0, and <9v/^, = 0, it follows that

= d[(Rf- l)y, + m) +
(R- 1) + 0 + 0 = -^(Rf- 1)

Property (PI) shows that the payment of dividends reduces the next-
period expected eamings by the risk-free rate, /?/ - 1- The implication
makes sense given the nature of accmal accounting and the availability of
zero net present vatue activities; a firm can increase its dividends through
incrementat borrowings, but such borrowings incur an interest expense
for the subsequent period." Accrual accounting makes the interest
expense dependent only on the amount borrowed and the interest rate; the
debt servicing ("cash flow") schedule has QQ effect on the next period's
interest expense. Property (Pt) therefore imparts an accrual, "measure-
ment," perspective on the behavior of expected eamings.
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The next property of the model generalizes (PI) by expressing the
effect of dividends on the expected eamings for two periods.

f 1) (P2)

The proof of (P2) is similar to that of (PI).

(Since x,+2 + df+i(Rf- 1) = x^f+2 + (Rf- OCVy+i + ^^.j) = Jc?̂ .2 + (^z"f f
-t- Rfy,) and x,+, = j:J+i + (Rf- I))',, one obtains E J . ] =

] + (Rf- l a ^ B
f +̂2

M ^ . , ] + (Rf- l)yt. Further, aEt[i-,+2 + RfX^+iVBd, = 0 due to [A2b] and
dv/dd, = 0, and dy)dd( = -1 due to [A2b]. The result follows.)

Property (P2) shows the importance of earnings aggregation. That is,
to evaluate the (marginal) effect of dividends on future expected eamings
one must consider all sources of earnings, and these sources add without
weights. Two kinds of eamings aggregation are present. First, the term
Xf+2 ••" ^t+l requires eamings to add across periods. Second, date t+l div-
idends generate eamings on private account for the period ending at t+2;
this source of eamings, J,^.j(/?j- I ) , must be added to the firm's earnings
for a correct evaluation of the effect of date t dividends on the next two
periods' expected earnings. Date t+2 earnings clearly depend on date t+l
dividends. In sum, the property (P2) extends and generalizes (PI) by
showing how the assumptions (A2) and (A3) jointly reflect eamings
aggregation as well as accrual measurements.

The next property concerns implications of (A2b) on the valuation
function (5) rather than the information dynamics (A3). Consistent with
Modigliani and Miller (1961), the model satisfies dividend payment irrel-
evancy; that is, an additional dollar of date t dividends simply displaces a
dollar of date t market value.

dPi/dd, = -l (P3)

This result follows from (A2b) and (5) since dy/dd, = -I and x", and v, do
not depend on d(.

We emphasize that though the valuation function does not depend on
(A2b), this assumption cannot be left out when one derives the value dis-
placement property (P3). Its proof clearly requires dy/ddf = -1 and dx/ddj
= 0. Nor can one argue that (A2b) is redundant, in that it follows from
(A2a). To appreciate the point, note that an assumption of, say, dyjddj =
0 and dx/ddf = I is consistent with (A2a), yet (5) and dPfIdd, ?t -1 are both
met. One concludes that two features of owners' equity accounting—
clean surplus and "dividends reduce book value.." —are essential to
derive a basic MM property.

The model is obviously silent concerning the accounting principles
that generate the accounting data. Nevertheless, the next property shows
that the assumptions force the unspecified accounting measurements to
satisfy certain broad properties. Based on the models general stmcture,
book value seemingly works as a "rough" measure/estimate of value,
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whereas x, and v̂  augment book value as "correcting" information. This
observation can be refined. Since the parameters in the dynamics satisfy
0<fi), y<l, it follows that, over time, on average, x' and v, equal zero.
Average goodwill therefore also equals zero over time. Stated somewhat
differentiy, though the process {Pi - ;y^}, allows for serial correlations, over
sufficiently long periods the average realization approximates zero. We
refer to this property as unbiased accounting with respect to book value.
One can similarly address whether eamings, scaled by the multiplier <p,
on average equals value (inclusive of dividends). The conclusion is affir-
mative. These aspects of the model are summarized formally as follows.

^ - 3V+r] -* 0 as T -> oo; (P4a)
+ d,^^ - (px,+J -> 0 as T -^ «.. (P4b)

The proof of (P4a) follows directiy from the valuation function (5)
since (A3) implies £f[Jc?+t-] and £',[t>/+t] -* 0 as T -> » . Similarly, (P4b)
follows because P( + df = <pjc, + n ' \ A •*" «2^f •C'^ derive the last relation

one solves for y, in (5) and substitutes it into (7)). The use of P̂  + d^ rather
than P, in (b) makes sense since the date t dividends do not affect the dif-
ference P, + df- (pXf.

The unbiased properties of the accounting measures bear upon the
prediction of next-period eamings. While the best prediction is obviously
given by to[/?yjc, - (Rf - 1)J,] -i- (l-a))[(Rjr - Oy,] + v^ unbiasedness in the
accounting measures implies that both of the two basic accounting pre-
diction components inside the brackets are, on average, unbiased predic-
tors of next-period expected eamings. One expresses this idea more com-
pletely and rigorously as EfiXf+^+i - (RfXf.^.^ - (Rf - 1)^,^^)] -*• 0 and
^/[%r+l - (^/- 1)>V+T1 -> 0, T-> OO. Since (Al) implies E,[P,+j+^ + Jf+r+l
- ^/^f+J = 0 for all T> 0, tiie proofs follow directly from (P4b) and (P4a),
respectively.

Two properties discussed next deal with value as it relates to future
expected realizations of accounting data. Of course, one such relation has
already been developed, namely expression (1), which shows how value
equals book value plus an adjustment for the present value of expected
abnormal eamings. One may reasonably ask what happens if the focus
shifts away from abnormal eamings to plain eamings. The answer is
interesting because eamings aggregation, as opposed to discounting,
applies.

Define

then
(a) Vf-^P,asT->«. , (P5a)

and
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(b) Vj - Pf does not depend on the dividend policy. (P5b)

Appendices 3 and 4 demonstrate these results. Part (P5a) depends only on
the clean surplus assumption (A2a) and, of course, (Al).'2 Part (P5b) also
uses (A2b) and (A3).

Property (P5) has much in common with property (P2), as is sug-
gested by the fact that (P2) evaluates the partial derivative of (RJ - l)Vj
with respect to rf, for 7" = 2. Both (P2) and the market value approxima-
tion Vf depend on the aggregation of expected eamings without weights,

and all sources of eamings must be considered: '^(RJ'^- 1)^,+^ equals

eamings generated on private account by investing the dividends in a risk-
free asset. Also like (P2), the aggregated expected eamings must be tied
to a discount factor appropriate for the number of periods over which
eamings are anticipated. The correctness of the scale factor (RI- 1)"'
becomes obvious by noting that the dividend displacement property
dvj/ddi = -1 is simply equivalent to the generalized, T-periods version of
(P2).

Approximation (P5a) would be of only modest interest if its error
depended on the degree to which the dividend term dominates the aggre-
gate eamings term. However, such dividend policy dependence can be
ruled out. Given the assumptions (A2a) and (A3) it follows that Vj'is lin-
ear in y,, x], Vf-.

] ] (12)
and where the parameters aj(T) -* a^ and a2(T) -+ a2 ^s T -»•«». The
approximation V] has the same general stmcture as Pf, except that the
parameters in (12) generally deviate from the correct ones when T< oo.
Invoking (A2b), the solution implies that the dividend policy does not
influence the evaluation of Vj.

One can actually express vjin an alternative form that closely resem-
bles the formula (1). On the basis of only (Al) and (A2a) it tums out that,
for any T,

where <PT - Rf/(Rf - I). The above expression for Vj obviously
approaches (1) as 7 -> oo, and thus (P5a) follows. Conceming (P5b), if
one again focuses on the last expression for Vj and compares it to (1),
then the assumptions (A2b) and (A3) clearly imply that dvj/ddf = dP/ddf
= -1 since dy^dd, = -1 and the two expected abnormal eamings terms do
not depend on dividends. The analysis highlights the key feature of the
dynamics (A3) when one also assumes (A2b): these two assumptions
ensure that current and future expected abnormal eamings cannot be
influenced by a firm's decision concerning current or future expected div-
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idends. This statement goes to the heart of the model because the MM
properties (PI), (P2), (P3) and (P5b) would otherwise be violated.

(P5a) concems approximations, P, - V]~ 0, but in some settings there
may be no error for finite T. No error for T=l is of particular interest since
it provides a model illustration of the popular idea that value depends on
capitalized next-period expected eamings. In fact, there are cases with no
error for allT>l. Consider the (A3) restrictions (0,7) = (1,0) or = (0,1);
one verifies without difficulty that for every T, ai(T) = aj and a2(T) = 012.
It follows that

and, more generally.

The possibility of P, = (Rj- l)''£,[jc,+i] points toward the close rela-
tionship between (PI) and (P3). Given that P, = V/, it follows immediate-
ly tiiat dEf[Xf^i]lddf - -(Rf- 1) if and only if dPflddf = -1. One sees more
generally that if value is expressed as

then (PI) and (P3) imply each other provided that denorjddf = 0. The
observation conceming the error term is immediate from (P5b) (which

, depends on [A2b]).
The approximate value indicator Vf focuses on an expected flow of

accounting value added over the period (t, t+T). One can similarly also
focus on an expected stock of accounting value at t+T; this altemative
approximate value indicator is, of course, based on the date f+r expected
book value.

Define

then
(a) Wf->Pfasr->oo, (P6a)

and
(b) Wj- Pf does not depend on the dividend policy. (P6b)

One interprets the expression inside the brackets as the date t+T book
value plus the value that has cumulated on private account due to the pay-
ment of dividends. The dividend adjustment is similar to the one neces-
sary for (P5), except that the term now represents a stock, rather than
flow, of value. One sees immediately that the approximation error Wj- Pf
equals R} Ef[yf+j- - Pf+j], which approaches zero as T ->•<». Also similiar
to (P5), wJ- yf is a linear function of (x% v,) for each T, dw[/ddf = -1 , and
the dividend policy does not influence the evaluation of W, or the approx-
imation error.
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A simple example verifies that Vfdiffers from Wj: Wj= Pf for 7 = 1
if (<y,y) = (0,0), but Vf ?̂  P, for this specification.'3 The example further
illustrates that the approximation (P6) may work perfectly for 7=1, even
though (;cp V,) jt (0,0).

The final property deals with the relevance of current book value
when one conceptualizes the expected long run, "permanent" eamings.
To define such eamings, consider the expected earnings in the distant
future if dividends are always put equal to eamings. One may then ask:
What factor(s) determines these expected eamings? This question has a
straightforward answer given the assumptions (A2a) (the clean surplus
restriction) and (A3) (the information dynamics (2a) and (2b)).

If x,+.j = d,^.^ for all T>1, (P7)
then

£ ' [ ^ J (^ 1)>V as T-»- oo.

(The above observation is due to Ramakrishnan [1990]; the proof is
immediate''' since Ef[x]^..^] -* 0 as T-* oo, and yf^.^ = y^ for all t>l.)

Hence, the current book value alone determines the eamings that can
be expected in the long run if one eliminates any growth in eamings and
book value due to changes in retained eamings (or capital stock).
Altematively, the model imposes an average book rate of retum that
equals the discount factor if one puts dividends equal to eamings. In the
long run assets generate eamings, and, conversely, earnings cannot be
expected without assets.

Assumptions sufficient to derive the abnormal eamings dynamics
Out of the three assumptions that formulate the model, assumption (A3),
which concems the abnormal eamings dynamics, may appear more abi-
trary or confining as compared to the first two. Though (A3) arguably
provides a satisfactory specification as it leads to a model with many
appealing properties, its "quality" and necessity deserves examination.
Models of the prediction of eamings that go beyond (2a) can be enter-
tained. The broad issue therefore concems how eamings evolve over time.

To be more precise, because Eflx^f+i] = ate" + v, is equivalent to

£,[x,+j] = (oRfX, -I- (1 - m)(Rf - Dy, - ca(Rf - \)d, + v, (13)

one may hypothesize that the way £',[JP,+I] depends on (Xf,yf,df) excludes
other worthwhile prediction models. Expression (13) permits only one
degree of freedom (the parameter CD), whereas a less restrictive linear
approach permits three degrees of freedom, that is, one unrestricted coef-
ficient for each of the variables (x,,)',,^,). Hence the question arises
whether one can use accounting constructs to show that the prediction of
next-period eamings leads to (13), or equivatently, a weighted average of
a pure earnings/dividends model (w = 1) and a pure book value model
(O)=0).
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To derive the one-degree-of-freedom model (13) one naturally tries
to exploit previously derived "properties" as assumptions. The following
result obtains: property (P2), derived from (A2) and (A3), used as an
assumption in addition to (A2) and mild regularity conditions on the
dynamics imply (13). That is, with these assumptions one retrieves (A3).
Proposition: Suppose the prediction of next-period eamings is given by a
class of linear models

EtiXf+i] = OiXt + 62)', + 83^, + v̂  (14)

Suppose further that

(0 yt = yt+l+dt+i-Xt+i (A2)

and 3^9^, = -1, dx^ddf = 0

(ii) ^

(iii)

Then (14) reduces to (13), and, equivalently.

Proof. See Appendix 5.
The assumptions imply that the property (PI) holds, but one cannot
replace (P2) with (PI). Thus (P2) is more powerful than (PI), and (P2)
reflects accmal accounting as well as eamings aggregation.

The proposition provides a useful way of thinking about the valuation
model. Assumptions (14) and (iii) serve as two broad (linear) restrictions
on the stochastic behavior of accounting data and other information. If
one additionally stipulates the following valuation/accounting constmcts,
then the entire valuation model follows.'^

(a) The market value equals the present value of anticipated divi-
dends (Al).

(b) Basic accounting constmcts:
A2. The clean surplus equation (A2a) and dividends reduce

book value but not current eamings (A2b).
P2. The penalty of paying dividends on future expected eam-

ings reflects eamings aggregation.
(c) The behavior of other valuation relevant information, Ef[9l.^.^

does not depend on current or future dividends.

De-emphasizing the general linearity condition on the dynamics, the
propositon shows that (b) and (c) imply (A3). It follows immediately that
the building blocks (a), (b), and (c) lead to (Al), (A2), and (A3).

Though valuation theory starts from PVED (i.e., (a) or [Al]), it
should be emphasized that the building blocks make no reference to the
dividend policy or the elements in the sequence of anticipated dividends.
These elements are of no particular interest, of course, since the owners'
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equity accounting constmcts shift the analysis away from the distribution
of wealth to the creation and recognition of wealth. Hence, the building
blocks ensure the validity of the powerful formula (1) and combine it with
a sequence of expected abnormal eamings conditioned on current abnor-
mal eamings and other information.

Replacing dividends with abnormal eamings in present value evalua-
tions condenses and streamlines the analysis, but it is not necessary per
se. A more cumbersome approach introduces an explicit class of dividend
policies so that the model incorporates a sequence of expected dividends.
Applying this sequence to the PVED evaluation derives the valuation
function (5) without the benefit of (1). Relatively simple mathematics fol-
lows if one specifies linear policies. Thus, consider the specification d,^^
= 7C|X, + K2>v + Tt,2,df + %^Vi + M,+j, where TCj, 71:2,713,714 are policy para-
meters, and M,+j is a random disturbance term that possibly correlates
with e\f+\ and £2,+]. (One identifies J,+j = Kx,+i as a special case.) Using
A2 and A3 one can next infer the sequence Ejldf^^, T> 1, and, further,
evaluate PVED to show that (5) applies. Though the analysis is tedious, it
remains linear and it demonstrates directly that the policy parameters 7C],
%2> ^3. ^4 do not influence value.'^ No complications arise provided that
the parametric specifications satisfy the mild regularity condition
^/''£/[(^r+r.5v+7;^f+r)] -^ 0 as r - * «,.

The proposition's emphasis on extracting implications of paying div-
idends leads to a final point. One identifies (or labels) the individual vari-
ables in the vector (x,,yf,d,,Vj) depending on how these variables respond
to marginal changes in dividends. Provided that assumptions (A2) and
(A3) are met, observe that

dxjdd, = 0
dd = -1

= 1
df = 0.

Further, to discriminate between j : , and v,.

whereas

The conditions in the proposition therefore ensure that each of the vari-
ables in the vector (Xf,y(,df,Vi) plays a distinct role. In addition, the label-
ing (Xf,y,,df,Vi) = (eamings, book value, dividends, other information) is
the only otie that makes sense.

Some observations conceming risk
Since (Al) relies on the risk-free rate as a discount factor, the theory has
been based on risk neutrality. This aspect naturally raises the issue of how
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one generalizes and modifies the analysis to incorporate the risk in the
anticipated dividend sequence. Three approaches are possible; this sec-
tion briefly discusses their relative strengths and limitations.

The most direct approach allowing for risk replaces the discount fac-
tor /?y with some factor, p, which adjusts Rffor risk. That is, p = Rf+ risk
premium. A firm's cost-of-equity capital, or the expected market retum,
determines the parameter p. For example, CAPM implies that p = /?y +
beta X [expected retum on the market portfolio - Rji. This kind of modi-
fication obviously introduces no problems in analytical and technical
terms.

This risk concept should be adequate in many empirical applications
(or evaluations) of the model. In the usual fashion, one would infer p from
a firm's estimated beta and the market's (average) risk premium for
stocks. This concept of risk will also generally serve its purpose if one
uses the model in "practical" investment analysis. For example, any
implementation of the (approximate) intrinsic value formula based on
future expected eamings (P6a) requires a discount factor to implement the
formula. Simplicity is an obvious virtue in this case.

Though this approach is simple and perhaps useful for many practi-
cal purposes, it lacks theoretical appeal. An obvious theoretical drawback
concems the silence about from where the risk originates. It should pre-
sumably depend on the risk inherent in (abnormal) eamings, book values,
dividends, and so on, but p tells us nothing about such matters. One also
has to question, more generally, how the presence of risk, in any form,
should modify the PVED formula and the formula (1). It is by no means
obvious that risk can be captured properly by simply increasing the dis-
count factor in PVED and (1). In sum, the "replacement procedure" is ad
hoc and exogenous to the extreme.

A complete valuation theory identifies all risk adjustments as a func-
tion of economy inherent risk concepts. Modem finance theory (see
Rubinstein 1976) provides such a general framework for risk by adjust-
ing the numerators rather than the denominators in the formula (Al). This
relativly abstract approach relies on generalized measure theory in lieu of
the probablistic stmcture necessary to define the Ef[. ] operator. Thus the
theory develops from an £,*[. ] operator, where the star indicates that the
measure relates to the economy's underlying implicit (or event-contin-
gent) price system (which works like ordinary probabilities; see Huang
and Litzenberger 1988 or Ohlson 1990). Again, the analysis in this paper
can be modified without any analytical complications. The "cost" of
using this approach, however, is obviously heavy since it does not, by
itself, lead to concrete implications.

As a third approach, one can add some stmcture to the general
Et[. ] framework. The work of Garman and Ohlson (1980) could poten-
tially be exploited in this context. They model correlations between dis-
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turbance terms such as Sjf, £2, and the implicit price system. In this
scheme the expected market return is endogenous to reflect the risk in the
information variables {xj, Vf), and, indirectly, the dividend sequence as
well. The theoretical and empirical usefulness of this approach, if any, in
terms of the model in this paper remains to be worked out. An obvious
limitation concems the absence of a leverage concept in the model. It
goes almost without saying that a satisfactory model of accounting data
and market risk ought to separate the operating risk from the financial
risk.

Concluding Remarks
At an elementary level, the current paper exploits two simple ideas. First,
one can apply the clean surplus relation to shift the value analysis away
from PVED to book value plus the present value of expected abnormal
eamings. Second, an assumption that abnormal eamings satisfy a (modi-
fied) autoregressive process ensures analytical simplicity. These two ideas
combine to yield a closed-form evaluation of the present value of expect-
ed abnormal eamings. Without violating the PVED precept, one obtains
explicit and basic expressions relating value and retum to accounting
data. Given the popularity of research dealing with value/returns issues—
especially in the empirical domain—these results are of interest in their
own right. However, this paper proceeds by focusing on a third, more sub-
tle, idea, which colloquially is expressed as "dividends are paid out of
book value, and not out of current earnings." Adding this assumption to
the one on abnormal eamings yields the key feature of the model, name-
ly, the sequence of expected abnormal eamings depends on neither cur-
rent dividends nor on the future dividend policy. In the spirit of Miller and
Modigliani (1961), one obtains the fundamental value displacement prop-
erty. Dividends reduce market value on a dollar-for-dollar basis because
dividends (i) reduce book value similarly on a dollar-for-dollar basis but
(ii) do not affect the expected abnormal eamings sequence. The analysis
demonstrates further that the value displacement property intertwines
closely with the idea that dividends reduce subsequent periods* expected
eamings. The reason is simple yet easy to overlook: a firm's eamings
must align with its net investment in assets, that is, its book value.
Dividends today therefore reduce future eamings "via" a reduction of cur-
rent book value. These model developments therefore show that the
assumption on the abnormal eamings dynamics is not only analytically
convenient, it also combines meaningfully with owners' equity account-
ing constructs.

Finally, the paper highlights the key role of accounting data when one
tries to come to grips with an apparent paradox in neoclassical security
valuation: the present value of expected dividends determines a firm's
value, yet the prediction of the dividend sequence is basically irrelevant if
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the underlying dividend policy is irrelevant. (Who wants to predict next
year's expected dividends when alt dividend policies yietd the same mar-
ket vatue?) One resolves this paradox by etaborating on how dividends
influence current and future accounting data reatizations. With the "cor-
rect" accounting constructs — including clean surplus and "dividends are
paid out of current book value but leave current eamings unchanged"—
one conceptualizes a firm's value by predicting a variable sequence that
does not depend on the dividend policy, that is, future abnonnal eamings.
This observation teads to the fotlowing summary conclusion: the theory
developed converges on how accounting data depend on dividends as
opposed to on how dividends depend on accounting data. In the author's
view, the significance of this point cannot be overemphasized.

Appendix 1: Proof of the valuation function (5) given (At), (A2a),
and (A3).

Define the 2 x 2 matrix

P == i?:' \(O t l
^ [OyJyJ

The information dynamics (A3) can he expressed as

and

Given (At) and (A2a) one can use (1) and combine it with the last expres-
sion:

The sum of the matrix series P -f- P^ +... converges because the maximum
characteristic root of P is less than one. Using routine algebra one shows
that the sum of the series equals P[I-P]'K One obtains

and, via explicit catcutation,

aj = ml(Rf- ft))

a2 = Rfl(Rf-(O)(Rf-y)-

Appendix 2: Proof of the retum expression (6).
We derive the expression for P^+j + ,̂4.1 - RfPt and subsequentty divide
b y P
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= (a , + l)jc^+, / f
Substituting ^̂ .̂j = taxj + v, + ei,+i and v,+j = yv, + £21:4.1 into the last
expression one obtains after some simplifications

where

"27-

Since aj = co/(Rf- a) and 02 = Rfl(Rf- y)(Rf- o) (See Appendix 1), one
readily verifies tnat ^j = /32 = 0.
Thus the conclusion

Pt = Rf+
follows.

Appendix 3: Proof of (P5a) given (Al) and (A2a).
Consider the recursive equation (4) implied by (A2a),

By substituting recursively backwards from jy.i to Ji one obtains

Deducting JQ ^nd adding % df on both sides of the equation yields
t=\

i i i i
The first equality follows because of (A2a), of course. The last equality
can be reexpressed as

j^Xf + ^\r\f - ijUf) I \iyf ~ I} — yn I" i*^f *\^f " ^}i ^f*^f Xf

t=l ^=l f = l

Since RJKRJ - 1) -*• 1 as T -> «> and PQ = >'o + £ /?/'£'o[^] given (Al)

and (A2a), the result now follows by applying the EQ[ . ] operator.

Appendix 4: Proof of (P5b) given (Al), (A2a), and (A3).
Define the matrices

D = [<»0] and Q [ ( l
lOrJ [0 1
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Note next that

Q-' = fl (o-i^-'l and QDQ' = \o>l]
[O 1 J ^ ^ [O yj

Hence, the expectation of .r"+i can be expressed as

and thus

-1), it follows tiiat

Since (see Appendix 3)

where

+ (o//?^)^ -I-... +

br ^ (y/Rf) + ( y / ^ / +... +

A direct computation shows that

After some simplifications it follows that

where

' ( a / - [yl(Rf-
L/w-

- fi)))(l -

- (y//?/)

As >• oo the parameters converge toward their correct values:

' = Rf/(Rf-(0)

' = (a-j)'\ CO - y )= Rf

Thus, VQ^ does not depend on the dividend policy and VQ^ -* PQ as T -> «>
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Appendix 5: Proof of proposition
Assumption (iii) ensures that it makes no difference whether v, is zero or
not. We accordingly put v, = 0 to keep matters simple.

The expression Ht[Xt̂ .2 + Xj+i + 3t+j(/?y- 1)] equals

(63 + Rf-l) a,+,] (15)

Further, since y,̂ ., = y, + Xt+, - dj+, and Xj+j = e,Xt + e2yt + e3d, +
it follows that the last expression (15) equals

e, + e2)(e,xt + e2yt + e3dt) + e2yt + (63 - 62 + Rf

Differentiating with respect to <\ it follows that (A2) and (P2)imply

-(1 + e, + e2)(82 - 63) - 02 + (63 - 82 + Rf- I)3E,[at+,]/3dt = -(Rf - 1)

Since the last equation must hold for all dividend policies, and
^E^[i^^^]/^d^ is possibly random, one obtains (PI). That is, -82 + 83 = -
(Rf- 1). Further,

-(1 + 8,+e2)(e2-83)-82 = - ( i? / - l )

Solving for 62 in the expression implies

82 = (Rf- m - 8,//?/)

Define « = 0j/i?j; it is now easily seen that

62 = (Rf- 1)(1 - (0), 81 = coRf, and -83 = (Rf- l)fij:

E t [ x t . t . , ] = (oRfXt + ( R f - l ) ( l - co)yt - co(Rf- l ) d t .

After applying (A2a) and allowing for nonzero Vj, one obtains

Et[Xt+i] = coxl + Vj,

as asserted.

Endnotes
1 Generally accepted accounting principles {GAAP) violates the clean surplus rela-

tion for some kinds of transactions (e.g., the accounting for foreign currency trans-
lation and some prior period adjustments due to change in accounting principles).
From the point of view of accounting theory the clean surplus attribute has an
important standing; see, for example, Paton and Littleton (1940).

2 Rubinstein (1976) provides a general theoretical foundation for dividends capital-
ization under uncertainty.

3 The literature often refers to "abnormal eamings" as "residual income".
4 Relying only on Al and A2a, one can also show that

where i£,^^[.] = £,+][.] - £•,[.]. The result parallels

but, of course, .x̂ +y ?t J^+^ generally.
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5 For a savings account one has :?, = 0, and thus P, = y,. It is instructive to note that
this setting does not imply that tiie dividends' (or earnings') sequence is certain

7* ^
since it may depend on random events. However, one obtains 2/f^^d,.^^-* /*,
with probability one as T -* «>. Ohison (1991) discusses the point.

6 In loose terms, a firm's economic environment and its accounting principles deter-
mine the exogenous parameters eoand y.

7 For a savings account one obtains f,=.y^ = (px, -d,,v, = 0, and (7) holds for every
k. Since x^, = 0, for all t, neither O) nor it is identified.

8 Ohison (1991) analyzes the case of fl)= 1 in detail.
9 Note that PI reduces to 9x,+|/8rf» = -(Rf- 1) for a savings account.
10 Ryan (1988) identifies the property PI for the case of "ungarbled" eamings, which

occurs when û  = 0 and fi) = 1.
11 This argument is similar to that used by Modigliani and Miller (1958) to prove cap-

ital structure irrelevancy.
12 The approximation error is determined by

P, - VT = E,[{P,^r - y,*T) - (P,-y,mRf-l). so that P, = V/ if and only if
f̂+rl = Pfyf "Tĥ  proof, which depends only on Al and A2a, is routine.

13 One shows without difficulty that V^ = W,̂  if and only if V^ = y, or W,^ = y,. The
observation depends only on A2a.

14 Notice that P7 does not work for ©= 1; provided that y< 1 but 0)= 1 one obtains
^il^t+ri =^1+ (1-7 '̂'V, as T-* oo. P7 clearly requires ffl; y< 1. (If (0= y= I then
£,[jc,+J will generally not converge as T -+ «>.)

15 The Proposition is silent conceming the magnitudes ofthe parameters toand 7: In a
sense, the result is "disappointing" because one does not fully recover the model as

oe

developed since it stipulates 0 < fi), y< 1. Not even convergence in ^/?y^£,[jc*^j is
guaranteed (conveigence occurs if I fi)|, I y| < RA. Provided that convergence is
met, the cases 0)>l or 9^1 still yield the properties PI, P2, P3, P5 and P6, but P4
and P7 will generally be violated as the latter properties require I fi)|, I y| < 1.
(I am indebted to Steve Penman and Froystein Gjesdal for directing my attention to
this point.)

16 Ohison (1989) develops this result using assumptions that are isomoiphic to A1,
A2, and A3 plus a linear dividends prediction equation.
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